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 Im Köblitzer Bergland is a short, circuit-style route that covers the basics of an Austrian Alpine circuit, with 12 stops en route.
Its great variety makes it fun to fly, but with only a handful of flying points and some challenging terrain, this route takes a good
pilot to deliver stunning scenery! The route is linked to aerotaks by a "nearby" route - Route No. 2, which connects the route to

the town of Ransbach am Ransbach, where you can visit the Ransbach Airfield and/or Borkum Island. Overview The route
starts at a landing site called Köblitz (Aersoft code: C2577), which can be found at 1,123 m ASL in the St. Ruprecht region of
the Bregenz Forest. Fly through the nearby mountains, where you can find some fantastic views such as the giant granite face

called “Höhenkamm”. Pass by the pretty little village of Ransbach am Ransbach, where there is a small airfield (code: C3073).
This is where you can link up with Route No. 2, which provides a link to the nearby airport at Borkum. Route No. 2 also

provides for various options for mountain and coastal sightseeing as well as a transfer back to Köblitz. Route description Köblitz
(C2577) This is the first waypoint on the route. Here you will find an asphalt runway that is connected to the “nearby” route via
a marked landing zone (Aero GPS only). There are only a few flying points here, but the good views on offer make this a great
place to start. St. Ruprecht (C2596) Here you will find a nice little valley with a few lakes and mountains. Rausing (C2610) For
the next waypoint, you will fly over a mostly mountain area that hosts several lakes and mountains. Wurth (C2637) With a fairly
large lake right in the middle, the next destination on this route is here. Zell am See (C2653) Your first stop on this route is here,

where you will find a beautiful lake with some mountains on the surrounding area. Höhenkamm (C2711) 82157476af
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